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Bio
Her debut Sands of Time
EP was self-released in
2016 featuring Matt Starr
(drummer of Ace Frehley,
Mr Big) in the single Sands
of Time (Midnight
Version). This lead to an interview by the Rock Monster
Show radio station.

From the mysterious
Celtic Coast of Northern
Ireland, Celtic
Progressive Rock
songwriter Kim Andrews
is turning up the volume.
Fans describe her music
as early Black Sabbath
and Dio with hints of
Nightwish with Rockin’ good guitars.

In 2018 seen Kim gain over 19,000 new fans around the
world. She is currently recording a new album with a
Celtic Rock influence with higher octave operatic
harmonies.

Fans describe her singing,
“Amazing Alto range with awesome phrasing. Her
singing actually sounds like the Queen of Dragons.
Love her singing a Lot."

Kim sets the pace for independent artists and the
Progressive Celtic Rock genre by not touring. Having
disability awareness qualifications, Kim believes that
obstacles can be overcome. She loves to sing live but
continues to be a recording artist and songwriter to
encourage other independent artists to achieve their
goals.

In a needle in the haystack Rock Genre Kim Andrews
stands out with her twist of Celtic Progressive Rock and
also her powerful vocal with higher operatic octave
harmonies.
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INTRODUCTION
for that. Bear in mind there are several extensions and I
will show you one of them here.

Thank you for downloading this PDF, you are on your
way to learning about the Pentatonic scale which is
widely used for guitar soloing. But first I’ll tell you a
little bit about myself.

Once you learn the Pentatonic Scale shape you can use
it up and down the fretboard. The shape still holds and
you can adapt it for any of your guitar solos.

I was always interested in guitar from the age of 9. It
had rusty strings, a bus could drive under the action,
unfortunately, my guitar was taken from me. But it was
not my fault. So I later pursued it at the grand age of
25. Just to let you know it’s never too late for you to
learn anything.

For example you can bend the strings, slide the notes,
do hammer-on and pull-offs on the notes. All you need
is 4 frets to begin with. Once you have learned the
Pentatonic shape there will be no stopping you.

I had an accident so I decided I wanted to learn to play
guitar and it would be great way to take my mind of
things. At first, I learned chords and then I learned
some songs, Tie Your Mother Down by Queen, More
Than Words by Extreme, you get the idea.
A friend of mine played guitar quite well, so he showed
me the Pentatonic Scale shape and then the extension
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NOTES OF THE FRETBOARD
Starting from the open Low E string, just think of the
order of the alphabet. First fret F, second fret F sharp
F#, third fret G, fourth fret G#, fifth fret A, sixth fret A#,
seventh fret B, (NOTE: there is no B# remember), eighth
fret C, ninth fret C#, tenth fret D, eleventh fret D#,
twelfth fret E (NOTE: there is no E#).

First of all I want to explain the notes of the fretboard
so that you know where you are at any given time. It
will help with your understanding as you get more
advanced.
Remember we talked about the name of the strings,
that is where we will start. From the high E string down
to the low E string are the following, Every, Body, Good
Deserves, An, Egg. So it is E (high), B, G, D, A, E (Low).

Then starting from the open A String, First fret A#,
second fret B (NOTE: there is no B# remember), third
fret C, fourth fret C#, fifth fret D, sixth fret D#, seventh
fret E (NOTE: there is no E#), eighth fret F, ninth fret F#,
tenth fret G, eleventh fret G#, twelfth fret A.
Just remember with guitar the alphabet starts from the
open low E string and goes up to G# and then restarts at
A and goes through the alphabet. So from low E string,
F, F#, G, G#, A, A#, B, C, C#, D, D#, E.
The open A string moves through A#, B, C, C#, D, D#, E,
F, F#, G, G#, A. Check for the breakdown of the
fretboard on the next page below.

String names above
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BREAKDOWN OF THE FRETBOARD
2.

1.

3.
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PENTATONIC SCALE

PENTATONIC EXTENSION

The Pentatonic Scale is basically a block of 4 frets which
you can move up and down the fretboard. It’s also
known as the blues scale to.

This is one of the Pentatonic Extensions which goes
further up the fretboard. Think of it as a pyramid shape.
You can then add it to the end of the Pentatonic Scale.

Don’t forget you can move this shape up and down the
fretboard depending on your song or a song that you
are learning.
Just begin and before you know it you will be bending
strings, sliding strings and doing hammer-on and pulloffs too. The main thing is to start and learn it each day
and it will become automatic.
You can bend the strings as well, slide the notes and
also do hammer-on and pull-offs to. Whatever your
style it will fit nicely.
NOTE: Remember to use one finger per fret. So your
little finger on the high E string and your first finger on
the fourth fret and so on. Check my video to help with
this.
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PENTATONIC SCALE & EXTENSION
You can use this PDF for learning the Pentatonic Scale
with my Youtube video so it may be easier for you to
follow along.

This last illustration is the Pentatonic Scale & Extension
combined, so that you can see it in full. But don’t worry
to remember it all at once.

Youtube: https://youtu.be/vMJJZa7W8xE

You can put it all together when you have learned the
Pentatonic Scale first, then the Pentatonic Extension
shapes next mentioned above.

This is the start of your guitar journey and it will open
up a whole new world to you. Once you get started,
you will want to learn your favourite songs or create
your own songs.
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“If you take any activity, any art, any discipline, any skill
– take it and push it as far as it will go, push it beyond
where it has ever been before, push it to the wildest
edges of edges, then you force it into the realm of
magic.” (Tom Robinson (B 1936) Writer)
You can check out my links here for social media and
websites:
FB: https://www.facebook.com/kimandrewsmusic
Web: https://www.kimandrewsmusic.com
Instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/kimandrewsmusic
Shop: https://kimshop.threadless.com/
THANKYOU THANKYOU THANKYOU

Youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfWpvEw2O3lb97mJJsZ6gw?view_as=subscriber

For your interest in my music and videos and I hope you
continue your journey in music and guitar.

Email: info@kimandrewsmusic.com

“Music is the bridge between earth and heaven”
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